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INT - LEROY MACK’S PRIVATE ROOM - NIGHT

In the corner of the contours of his room, LEROY MACK, a modestly 
light brown skin man faces a neon lit shined window. Leroy’s back 
faces us, on the phone, as the CAMERA TRACKS IN.

LEROY MACK
You’re probably wondering if 
getting to know me was a big waste 
of time, and rightfully so... I 
want you to know it wasn’t... 

As Leroy continues to speak his condolences through the phone, the 
CAMERA turns opposite from him to the TV playing Irving Cumming’s 
The Cisco Kid, towards the end, when Cisco (Warner Baxter) says 
his tender adios to Nora Lane’s Sally Benton. 

LEROY MACK (CONT’D)
Choose you, and only you. Don’t 
look back, ‘cause it’ll be 
alright. I’m saying goodbye. This 
is me saying goodbye. Goodbye.

OFF SCREEN we hear him hold his breath steadily. The CAMERA stays 
on the TV then QUICK PANS back to LEROY MACK for a profile. Muted, 
hollow, reassured. Jazz-house score simmers in the sound track, 
the young man who dresses like Hilts ‘The Cooler King’ finds 
himself in a dubious position. 

Quite a position it is, he pulls out a handsomely rolled up joint 
and flames the tip of it with his lighter. Leroy blows the smoke 
with an ‘O’ shape, and we trail behind the smoke, as it 
descends... 

And as the smoke descends, we can now see New York in the brinks 
of nightfall... OPENING CREDIT SEQUENCE plays out. 

QUICK CUT

INSERT WALK-MAN
Adjusted on Leroy’s buckle. Click.

SLOW ZOOM
Tape rolling...

FADE TO

EXT - ALLEY WAY - NIGHT

A dazed (but fully capable) Leroy walks through a somberly cobalt 
alley. 



Apart of his design is to walk through as many obscurely vacant 
areas as he can. His earphones soothingly blast Meiko Kaji’s 
‘Hotaru no Hashi’. 

CUT TO

EXTREME CLOSE UP
Lips belonging to a mustached man. He whistles. Its power catches 
Leroy.

INSERT LEROY’S BOOTS
Stops.

MED CU LEROY
On his back, slow turning his head with an almost combative 
propel.

The silhouetted figure reveals himself, a cowboy looking fella who 
seems nothing short of content to see Leroy.

COWBOY FELLA’
Little late for a stroll, wouldn’t 
you say?
(gives it a beat to 
dramatically proclaim the 
man’s name)

Leroy Mack.

QUICK CUT

INSERT BUZZER
The lower half of a man’s face enters frame, pressing the button 
on his buzzer and asking:

MAN
Who ‘dis?

REVEAL LEROY MACK
Medium frame, pressing the buzzer and responding with some style.

LEROY MACK
Leroy Mack.

BACK TO

LEROY MACK (CONT’D)
Lil Jay Bonner Junior... isn’t 
this below your pay-grade? 

LIL’ JAY
Well when it boils down to you, 
I’d do it for a nickel. 
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LEROY MACK
So you’ve been standing behind at 
that corner waiting for me? 

Jay chuckles.

LEROY MACK (CONT’D)
You’ve got that kinda’ time?

JAY
(he walks slowly to his own 
words)

I’ve got all the time in the 
world. Or maybe, this is my little 
hangout spot for edge and you so 
happened to coincidentally pass 
by.
Or maybe, maybe I’m just good that 
way. I prefer the latter.
(beat)

I don’t got a gun silent enough 
I’d wanna use on you. So...
(raises)

I come bearing nothing. You 
flipped for a side of the coin, 
and you got heads. Heads being the 
lucky one. 

Both men duel stand in silhouetted silence. 

JAY (CONT’D)
Dessert?

CUT TO

INT - BOWL OF ZEN CAFE - MIDNIGHT

A classy and respectably personal cafe of few mini tables for two, 
and dim lit candles, with interior white strip sheets over red 
velvet cushioning. Bowl of Zen is one of those savory places that 
exists as an account for foreign marvel. In lines of the intimate 
atmosphere as seen in King Hu’s Dragon Inn that sought the 
opposition of the Black Arrow Troop and the traveling master 
fencers; and the interior flair resembling the restaurant in Kar-
Wai Wong’s In the Mood for Love, where Mrs. Chan (Maggie Cheung) 
and Chow (Tony Chiu-Wai Leung) meet for their own premonition. 
Bowl of Zen, as a cafe in the low’s of the East Coast, is an 
emblem of dualism served in good taste. 

We begin the scene with the CAMERA ON A MED CU on both SHENG FU 
and his date, EDIE STROMME. They’ve been seated for not too long, 
most likely just got themselves seated, looking at their menu and 
in mid conversation.
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SHENG FU
I never know what I want whenever 
I eat out. Do you normally know?

EDIE
No. That’s why I look at a menu.

SHENG FU
(... okay?)

Uh-alright, then?

EDIE
(chuckles)

What? Its true, I mean what person 
knows what they’re getting when 
they go out to eat?

SHENG FU
A lot of people. Everyone’s got 
their go-to-place, that’s why we 
go out. We know what we like.

EDIE
Oh, so you’re just indecisive. 
There’s a difference. 

SHENG FU
Sure, if you want to make the 
conjecture.

As they continue talking, we see Leroy and Jay through the window, 
pass and make their way into the cafe. We don’t follow them but 
continue listening.

EDIE
Its true. 

SHENG FU
Well, I haven’t been here since 
freshmen year. I don’t remember 
what the menu consists of. I don’t 
remember what I ate. 

EDIE
I guarantee even after looking at 
the menu, you’ll STILL have no 
idea what you’ll want. 

He looks at the menu, then back up at her, with a smile.

SHENG FU
Maybe.
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CAMERA TRACKS BACK, revealing Leroy and Jay in the foreground, 
sitting quietly.

EDIE
(chuckles, then)

This is my first time being here. 
The interior kind of reminds me of 
the
Wen-Ting Express.

SHENG FU
Oh. How long have you been a vegan 
for?

EDIE
Since January.

A waiter passes, placing a steamy pot belly on their table, and 
leaving them, mystified. On the foreground, Jay stops the waiter 
and (inaudibly) makes an order. 

SHENG FU
I guess tonight marks the night I 
become a vegan.

EDIE
You’re going to be a vegan?

SHENG FU
If I’m dating you, I guess I’d 
have to be a vegan, right? Then we 
wouldn’t have to make 
accommodations. That is -- in an 
unlikely future, no doubt; we 
break up, and I would retire my 
veganism. 

EDIE
(giggles)

Unlikely. 

SHENG FU
What?

EDIE
Nothing. You’re-cute. Toast to 
your origin of becoming a vegan, 
then.

They look at the potbelly, still mystified. And with Jay still in 
the process of ordering, Leroy looks beside the couple, 
overhearing them.
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EDIE (CONT’D)
(staring at the potbelly)

Probably tea-coffee-steamed 
water-

SHENG FU
I’m not sure-

Leroy interrupts.

LEROY MACK
Keemun. They don’t serve water 
‘less you ask them. 

Leroy pours himself a small cup of keemun tea. The tea pouring is 
red, warm, and soothing. The couple watches Leroy coolly drink and 
turn his attention away from them. They’re somewhat taken aback. 

We focus on Leroy and Jay, now. Both men of their own composed 
poses, stare with tired and focused expression. They have somewhat 
of a small crowd, but they nevertheless enjoy this tranquil 
scenic. 

JAY
(notices Leroy’s dazed face, 
chuckles)

Their strawberry shortcakes aren’t 
so bad here. Pretty damn good, 
actually. Sure you don’t want one? 
On me.

Leroy waves his offer, enjoys his tea.

JAY (CONT’D)
So...
(posing his hands with a ‘what 
are we going to do?’ look)

Where you going?

LEROY MACK
Somewhere quiet. Just for a bit, 
till I want to be around the 
noise, again.

JAY
You’re going to have a phone with 
you?

LEROY MACK
Want to leave a voicemail? 

JAY
Maybe I’ll send a postcard, then.

LEROY MACK
No.
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JAY
No?

LEROY MACK
I’ll be gone.

JAY
No phone, address?

LEROY MACK
No.

JAY
(smiles)

So you won’t have anything? No 
address? Nothing, huh?

Leroy just stares at him, sips his tea.

JAY (CONT’D)
Know what they call people who do 
what you’re doing? Vagabonds-
you’re gonna be a vagabond-a 
wanderer-an explorer, to some 
degree-more credible.

LEROY MACK
Like Cheyenne Brodie. A new day, a 
new episode.

JAY
(makes one more attempt, 
however)

I believe I heard tell once you 
wanted to go to Cuenca?

LEROY MACK
I do. Just not anytime soon-and 
you’re cake is coming in three... 
two.. One. 

The waiter intrudes, placing a small plate of sliced strawberry 
shortcake and a cup of espresso on the table facing Jay.

JAY
(to the waiter)

Thanks.
(notices Mack eyeing the cake)

I told you its pretty damn good.

LEROY MACK
You actually haven’t taken a bite, 
yet. Could taste differently.
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JAY
Well, it looks good, which would 
entail its going to taste good. 
(grabs his fork)

Now, because they only serve such 
small, thin pieces, you have to 
delicately go about eating it. 

Jay presses his fork on the soft pink cushioning cake, tearing it 
apart with creme over it. He slowly brings the first bite to his 
mouth.

CUT TO SHENG & EDIE

One has their menu folded closed and placed beside them, the other 
is still looking at their menu; this being Sheng. In fact, Sheng 
maybe looking at the menu, but he isn’t really seeing the menu. He 
really is indecisive, to the extent he loses his train of thought.

The waiter who’s just served Jay, turns to both Sheng and Edie.

EDIE
(to Sheng)

Do you know what you want?

He looks up at her and offers an awkward smile.

SHENG FU
No. 

EDIE
(to the waiter)

Can I get the kimchi puff pastry? 
He’ll have the creamy mushroom 
pie. Oh, and can we get two 
glasses of water? Thank you.

The waiter takes their menus and leaves frame. 

SHENG FU
I’m quietly pressured... creamy 
mushroom pie, sounds... amazing.

EDIE
Probably is amazing if its under 
signature dish.

BACK TO LEROY & JAY

CU JAY
Chewing the cake, heavenly. He takes a moment to register the 
soft, warm and fluffy cake warped with its soothing creme top, its 
so good. Its even better than what he promoted it of being.
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JAY
You know, they don’t tell me 
anything. Nothing, they want to 
pose a fascist regime, those 
covetous fucks.
(sarcasm in his chuckle)

They just said, ‘if its you, Mack 
will listen to you’, to which I 
retorted, ‘if Mack listens to me, 
he dies’, to which they concluded-
and I quote, ‘let him hear it’. 

LEROY MACK
You give yourself too much credit.

JAY
Ah, though consequently, who’s 
sitting across from you, again?

LEROY MACK
A man enjoying a strawberry short 
cake and espresso.

JAY
Truth is, you’ve got me at 
meditative state, really.
(takes a bite of his cake, 
while chewing he speaks)

There’s one minute in a day, ONE 
minute, unprecedented-when I think 
to myself, what’s next?... what’s 
next? At first I got use to what I 
do ‘cause it kinda just came to 
me. Right place at the wrong time 
kinda’ deal-whether you’re 
interested in hearing-

LEROY MACK
I’m not.

JAY
(beat)

I went along with it, obviously, 
‘cause well-I’m here, it pays well 
and that’s just how things go.
(bites)

I’m good at it, too. Though, I’d 
like to be good at other things.
Now no expert-no master, a master 
of none-’cause who the hell 
decided there need be masters of 
all, if you’re a master at ONE 
thing? Besides Yip Man, are there 
even masters?
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LEROY MACK
In that case, you’d be 
quintessential.

Jay leans back and takes a warm sip of his espresso.

JAY
What would they do if I told them 
you got away? What if I decided to 
--

He delicately hovers his hand over the utensils beside his plate, 
specifically the knife. Leroy watches carefully.

JAY (CONT’D)
Grab this knife here, and plunge 
it right into my...
(briefly thinks, then quickly)

-- lower abdomen? Now you weren’t 
trying to kill me per say, you 
were trying to, save me. 

LEROY MACK
Save you?

JAY
Save me from killing me, ya big 
dummy.

LEROY MACK
Or, you can tell them you never 
found me.

He shakes his head.

LEROY MACK (CONT’D)
(without being tongue and 
cheek, he softly and tensely 
gets serious and congenial)

I just want to leave, Jay. Be-gone-
be done. Mediate all the severity 
without having to hurt anybody. 
Not anymore. I just want to go. 
So, enjoy your cake, enjoy your 
espresso, enjoy knowing you 
could’ve plunged a knife through 
your abdomen but chose NOT to. Go 
home. If you’re as cerebral as you 
sound, right now... I suggest you 
read Nietzsche.  

Piano cue, Jay takes another bite of his cake. We now TRACK IN 
CLOSER to the couple across from them, Sheng and Edie, as Jay 
retorts.
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JAY
You know what I say to that? I say 
lets sit here, quietly till I’ve 
finished what I started, here.
(chews)

Then we can say our bye-goodbye’s 
like old friends, and never see 
each other again. What do think?

At this point, Leroy and Jay are no longer in frame, and we’re on 
the couple. The waiter enters frame, bringing a plate of creamy 
mushroom pie and kimchi puffy pastry. Both Edie and Sheng look at 
each other with excitement, she even does her own little dance 
from her upper body. The waiter brings down their water to the 
table, and leaves them be.

EDIE
Caaaaannnn I have a bite of 
your’s?

SHENG FU
Can I have a bite of your’s?

She frowns.

SHENG FU (CONT’D)
Seriously?

EDIE
I kid. Okay, we both take a bite 
of our own first, then we take a 
bite of each other’s. Same time.

They both fork a piece of their desert. Relishing the smell, the 
warmth. 

EDIE (CONT’D)
Three... two.. One.

They both take a bite of their desert. They chew and take a moment 
to enjoy the different flavors from both their own deserts. 

EDIE (CONT’D)
Okay, wow. Now we try each 
other’s.

Edie forks a piece of Sheng’s mushroom pie, and Sheng forks a 
piece of Edie’s puffy pastry. 

EDIE (CONT’D)
Three... two.. one. 

They bite, safe to say they prefer these bites even more.
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EDIE (CONT’D)
Want to switch?

He offers his plate, and she offers her’s. 

BACK ON LEROY & JAY

Jay is just on his last bite, he gnaws and really savors its 
defining flavor one last time. He watches Leroy as he does this, 
and takes a long lasting drink of his espresso. This prolonged 
pause merits a tranquil exchange between two men who’ve shared a 
timeline of agreeing and disagreeing. Wits over wits, trepidation 
within the means of pugnacious pursuit, and as Leroy commented, 
cerebral reflection. 

Lil Jay Bonner Junior puts his empty cup down, exhales refinement.

JAY
Before we say our bye-goodbye’s, 
I’d like to --
(reaches in his jacket pocket)

Give you something. If you don’t 
mind?

Leroy doesn’t retort.

INSERT SMALL BOX
Baby blue and bow tied. Jay’s hand places it on the table, and he 
delicately slides it towards Leroy.

JAY (CONT’D)
There’s sentimental value in it.

LOW DUTCH CU LEROY
His eyes glance hard on the box, then back at Jay.

LOW DUTCH CU JAY
He nods at ease.

INSERT BOX
Leroy unwraps the bow.

FLASH ON

INT - VERA’S STUDIO ROOM - SOMETIME AGO

A much more clean shaven Leroy enters a milky-pallid room of 
closing affinity and what he sees is a quietly focused painter, 
dressed all in turtleneck red, painting the remains of her 
portrait of Jean Paul Belmondo. This portrait being a scholar 
attempt of the Pauline Boty painting in ‘63. 
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She’s tall standing on a three step ladder, Leroy soundlessly 
summoning beside her and glancing at her lovely gams. 

LEROY MACK
Which did you see this time?

As she finalizes her touches, the beauty, who has an Anne 
Wiazemsky appeal about her (an intuitively zealous appeal seen in 
La Chinoise), retorts.  

WIAZEMSKY
(trying her best French)

“Peur sur la Ville”.

LEROY MACK
Your French isn’t very good.

WIAZEMSKY
Neither is your’s.

LEROY MACK
I don’t speak it.

He slowly, and gently, caresses his left hand on her gams.

WIAZEMSKY
Neither do I, but I try.

LEROY MACK
Thoughts?

WIAZEMSKY
You know how I am. I can’t talk 
about a film after seeing it. I 
need to gather my thoughts.

LEROY MACK
Disappointing.

WIAZEMSKY
I’m focused.

LEROY MACK
I can see.

WIAZEMSKY
I will say two things, however. 
You can play a drinking game to 
how many times someone jumps-and 
the train sequence is above all 
else, exciting-skillful, really.

He lifts her little skirt up, slightly. Wiazemsky rubs his hand 
away.
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WIAZEMSKY (CONT’D)
Focused.

But now she isn’t focused, she tries to be to say the least. 

LEROY MACK
(raising his left hand with a 
smile)

The nice thing about me is my 
left.

She places her paint brush and small wooden palette on the table 
next to her. 

WIAZEMSKY
Unfocused, and as if on cue-
irritated at once.

She walks down the three step ladder and walks across the studio 
space to another table by a long, narrow window. The table is 
filled with painting utensils and stacks of red colored books. 

LEROY MACK
Irritated by a little bit of 
foreplay?

WIAZEMSKY
Foul play. I didn’t give you 
consent, no matter if you were 
being tongue and cheek. 

She pours herself a tall glass of ice cold water from a pourer. 

WIAZEMSKY (CONT’D)
Anyone ever tell you its unwise to 
come between a painter and her 
paintbrush. 

He raises his hands.

LEROY MACK
They’re your’s, saw ‘em off.

She chuckles, she gulps the water.

WIAZEMSKY
You said you were getting here at 
seven.

LEROY MACK
I never said seven, I said in the 
evening.
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WIAZEMSKY
I presumed you’d come in the 
evening. If you were actually 
coming at all, it be the evening. 

LEROY MACK
What’s your bag, Boty?
(she passes him, he turns, 
serving himself a glass of 
water)

The fact I diverted your focus, or 
saying seven?

WIAZEMSKY
Be as it may, its the fact you 
can’t tell time or remember what 
you said three hours ago. 

LEROY MACK
Huh?

WIAZEMSKY
Its four thirty six, and if you 
had shown up at seven-

LEROY MACK
Evening-

WIAZEMSKY
-- Then you wouldn’t have diverted 
my focus, and I’d be as sweet as a 
peach.

They’re both facing each other at this point, glasses to their 
chests.

LEROY MACK
I’m sorry. Maybe I’ll take a long 
walk, and come back... at seven.

WIAZEMSKY
Its too late, you’re here. Just 
for future reference, since I’m 
keen on time.

They cling glasses and drink.

WIAZEMSKY (CONT’D)
How are you?

LEROY MACK
I’ve been thinking.
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WIAZEMSKY
About?

Leroy drinks, he takes a moment to register what’s on his mind, he 
walks to the window side, and leans against it. Wiazemsky joins 
him.

WIAZEMSKY (CONT’D)
About?

LEROY MACK
First off, I’m genuinely sorry.

WIAZEMSKY
Its okay, honey.

LEROY MACK
Second, I want to...

He trails off, apart of him isn’t definite on his actual thoughts, 
the first we ever see in his nature.

LEROY MACK (CONT’D)
I just -- 
(beat)

I really just want to go out and, 
do something. I don’t know, 
though. Be somebody I love being.

WIAZEMSKY
You’re not happy with who you are?

He doesn’t respond, long beat.

LEROY MACK
Are you happy with who you are?

She has to think about it.

WIAZEMSKY
I think I’m alright.
(smiles, chuckles)

Isn’t there always room for 
improvement?
(smiles, but isn’t getting a 
reaction from him)

Do you love who I am?

LEROY MACK
Yes.

WIAZEMSKY
(softly)

Feelings are mutual.
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They’re centered facing the window, the sky’s color is fading, 
they’re both silhouetted. Leroy looking through the glass of the 
window. 

LEROY MACK
I have to make changes, Vera. I’m 
scared.
(looks at her, shaking his 
head)

I-I’ve got some bad thoughts in my 
head, I gotta-I’ve got to do 
something.
(cuts himself off)

I’m vague, I’m sorry. 

VERA
Its okay. You know, maybe not 
today, but one day you have to 
choose you.

She places her hand over his.

VERA (CONT’D)
Then maybe, you’ll never have to 
look back ever again.

LEROY MACK
From what?

VERA
From whatever it is you’re scared 
of.
(beat)

Maybe, try painting. Want to make 
art with me?

LEROY MACK
I’ve never painted before, I won’t 
be good.

VERA
How does one really decide who’s 
good? You’d be surprised, someone 
can literally smudge shit on a 
canvas and someone will think its 
virtuoso.  

She takes him by the hand and walks him to the table of crafts.

VERA (CONT’D)
Not that I’m saying you would do 
such a thing, but it proves 
society will label refinement on 
mediocracy. Anything, really. 

(MORE)
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So, nothing matters.
(she kisses his cheek)

You just paint. Who knows, this 
could be the origin of a Monet. 

He looks beside her with a smile.

LEROY MACK
I want to give you something.

VERA
You want to give me something?

He nods. He reaches in his leather jacket and pulls out a small 
yellow box. Vera, touched and eager, touches the tip of the bow of 
the box, and flawlessly unties it till the bow’s dropped. 

SLOW ZOOM IN ON VERA
Low dutch angle, getting tighter to her eyes, as a beam of shining 
crystal blue reflects on her watery eyes.

CUT BACK TO

EDIE STROMME
Wiping her mouth with her napkin, and getting up from her chair.

EDIE
I’m going to use the bathroom.
(says with wide eyes and brisk 
whisper)

I’ll be right back.

SHENG FU
(smiles)

Sure.

CUT TO

TWO SHOT VERA & LEROY
She looks at him with eyes of love and empathy.

BACK TO

INSERT BABY BLUE BOX
Leroy’s hand opening the box slowly.

SLOW ZOOM LEROY
Low dutch angle, getting closer to his eyes as he opens the box.

CUT TO

INSERT CRYSTAL BLUE RING
Vera holding it, we see Leroy in the background of the frame 
(which is actually Leroy facing her) smile.

VERA (CONT’D)
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LEROY MACK
It belonged to my sister, 
Emmanuela, once upon a time. 

He reaches and grabs it, CAMERA DIPS DOWN to Vera’s hand, and we 
ZOOM SLOWLY on her soft skinned hand, trembling, as Leroy fits the 
ring through her finger. 

VERA
I love you, Mack.

CUT TO

INSERT BABY BLUE BOX
As Leroy removes the top, and when he does, he freezes. The top of 
the box drops. 

SERGIO LEONE CU LEROY
His eyes shatter.

JAY
I figure I’d leave the ring on.
In good faith.

Leroy places the box down, never looking at the man sitting across 
from him.

Lil Jay Bonner Junior watches with a lukewarm ease.

JAY (CONT’D)
Is it time to say goodbye?

ON SHENG FU
Looking beside the two men with some strudel on the corner of his 
lip. Completely oblivious to what’s transpiring between them.

SHENG FU
Excuse me? Can I use your napkin?

He speaks to Leroy, who, in the duration of his stay in the Bowl 
of Zen has left his utensils and napkin, untouched.

SHENG FU (CONT’D)
My lady used up all of them. I 
noticed you aren’t eating, so I 
figured...

He trails off, realizing both Jay and Leroy aren’t even paying 
attention.

Leroy looks up at Lil Jay Bonner Junior. 

CU LEROY
Unmoved, batting his eyes at the cowboy bastard.
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CU JAY
He has his bait right where he wants him.

CU SHENG
All he really needs is that one napkin.

SHENG FU (CONT’D)
(talking with hesitation, 
confused)

I don’t see the waiter, uhm... I 
could just--

INSERT LEROY’S HAND
Gliding slowly next to the utensils on his side, aiming for the 
knife.

INSERT JAY’S HAND
Tapping his finger at the edge of the knife.

Sheng Fu, as he talks, without even realizing, reaches close with 
the thought that Leroy, since he’s close to the utensils, will 
offer him the napkin.

SHENG FU
Without even realizing, his elbow hits Edie’s glass of water.

The glass of water SMASHES on the floor.

JAY
Without hesitation SWIFTLY GRABS the KNIFE and REACHES.

MACK
So quick he is, he GRABS the KNIFE, and with fire in his eyes, 
REACHES.

CUT TO

INT - BATHROOM - MEANWHILE

On the toilet stall in the ladies room, we hear a FLUSH. Under the 
locked door do we see Edie’s panties down her gams get lifted up. 
The door opens, Edie walks to the sink and washes her hands.

As she looks at the mirror, she sees blood slowly dripping from 
her nose.

EDIE
Shit-not again.

She grabs some paper towel from the side of the sink and covers 
her little mess of a nose bleed. She throws the paper towel out 
and rinses her nose.
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Once Edie’s dried her nose afterwards, she looks again at the 
mirror, whatever she’s thinking about, is unknown.

CUT TO

INT - BOWL OF ZEN CAFE - SECONDS LATER

ON EDIE
Walking to her table till she abruptly stops and SCREAMS.

REVEAL

SHENG FU
Blood splattered on the man’s face, as he holds Leroy Mack’s 
napkin, which happens to be pure white, still.

Lying on the ground beside the kid’s foot is LIL JAY BONNER 
JUNIOR. The badass cowboy fella has blood squirting from his 
ripped throat,

The knife is PLUNGED through his lower abdomen, too, having the 
floor of the Bowl of Zen downed of blood.

CUT TO

INSERT REAR MIRROR OF JAY’S CAR
Leroy’s watery eyes, met with the soft, unfocused ovals of street 
lights gleaming through. 

INT - LIL JAY’S CAR - CONTINUOUS

Leroy drives in ease pursuit, though internally, his entire being 
is broken. Jay’s blood on his outfit, and a knife cut on the ear, 
his own blood dripping. 

On the driver side sits the baby blue box, with the top closed 
over it. And with nothing left for Leroy Mack to do...

He drives the long road to the unknown.

The bye-goodbye.

The END
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